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I have come to see this show for a while now, what I observe about this show

that comes out every Wednesday’s at 9pm for thirty minutes, its based on

situations that family go through today. This show is about a Modern Family

which is an American television comedy series created by Christopher Lloyd

and Steven Levitan which debuted on ABC on September 23, 2009. Lloyd

and  Levitan  serve  as  show runners  and  executive  producers  under  their

Levitan-Lloyd Productions label. Depicted in documentary style, the fictional

characters talk directly into the camera during many situations that arise

throughout the series. 

This  show  might  not  be  agreeable  to  many  people  because  they  have

different  morals  in  bringing  up a  family.  Many might  not  agree how this

show, shows two males rasping a child. In my opinion I don’t agree with two

males married and raising a child. The reason I see this show is because of

messages they show. For example parents teaching the children about not

lying, and other positive morals. First the shows always starts with family

struggles,  miss-communications,  etc.  but  always  in  the  end  shows  the

importance of family. 

In a world as complicated as this, it seems that a lot people are constantly

questioning and searching for some sort of guidance. They find the harder

they search and the more they question the farther they get from what they

are looking for. The one true and absolute answer is a very simple one. When

a person needs guidance and substance in their life the easiest place to turn

to should be, without a doubt, ones’ family. A person’s family should be the

one place you should be able to go to when there seems like you have no

place to go. 
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A strong family will stick together through thick and thin and will always be

there to help bring things back into perspective. It’s strange that a solution

that is as clear as this is not so clear to most people. In our modern lives

today, we are living in a fast paced world and there is only one person that

each of us is concerned with, ourselves. We focus too much on ourselves and

by doing this we forget who we really are. We concentrate on getting that

better life for ourselves and in doing this we leave who we once were behind.

The problem with that is not that we seek success for ourselves. 
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